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We Offer Financing!



See our BBB Reviews!


 ★★★★★ We had our house coated with Rhino Shield 2 years ago, and it still looks like it was just done. The crew did a great job prepping the house and applying the coating. It's nice to know that the house is protected and guaranteed for 25 years, and the guarantee is transferable. So much better than painting!
 Jeff B



 ★★★★★ Painting looks great! But manager came to last inspection and He did not like something and made working team back and made them finished job better. 5 stars at anytime!
 Charlie M



 ★★★★★ Rhino Shield by Georgia Coatings provided a superior paint product with a highly knowledgeable sales team. The application quality was excellent and the finished product looks great. Georgia Coatings went the extra mile to make sure that we were a satisfied. We recommend them without reservation.
 Stephen L 



 ★★★★★ I was so impressed by how fast and efficiently they worked to complete the job! We are happy with the new colors and efforts to caulk, repair, and pressure wash prior to painting/ coating. I will say the color on the house looks a little different than the swatch! However, if the swatch is placed next to the siding it is the same! The workers were professional, knowledgeable, courteous, and friendly.
 John B



 ★★★★★ Only been a couple weeks, so too soon to tell about endurance but process from initial visit, to quote, to actually having started and completed was very smooth process. The crew they had painting our barn were very polite, informative and cleaned the work area up well. The appearance is fantastic and we get comments all the time about it.
 Ray H



 ★★★★★ They were good and professional, answered all questions, and explained the process from beginning to end.. On their website, you can select paint colors to view on a house to give you a visual of what it would look like. When you select your colors, they send color samples to you to view for signoff. I definitely recommend them to paint your home.
 Patti M



 ★★★★★ We went with Rhino Shield because a relative used them and they were extremely happy. We also found this to be the case for us. They are the pickiest painters I have ever seen. It is more expensive but the repairs they do before they even apply a brush and the warranty in my opinion is well worth the cost. I figured I save a lot of money in the long run and also a lot of headaches from not having to repaint every 5 years.
 Anthony M
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   Get Your FREE Estimate  




(678) 205-4500


1635 Lakes Parkway, Suite C,
Lawrenceville, GA 30043
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Services


	     Exterior Painting & Coating 
	     Roof Sealing 
	     Inspection & Repair 
	     Residential Painting 
	     Commercial Painting 
	     Water & Fire Resistant Painting Contractor 





Quick Links


	     Testimonials 
	     As Seen On TV 
	     Gallery 
	     Blog 
	     FAQs 
	     Accessibility Statement 
	     Privacy Policy 





Contact Us


	     1635 Lakes Parkway, Suite C Lawrenceville, GA 30043 
	     (678) 205-4500 



Expect the best. Our exterior coatings are designed to last longer, be stronger, and protect your most valuable asset- your home. Backed by a 25-year warranty.


   Send Message  
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See Our BBB Reviews!


 ★★★★★ 
We had our house coated with Rhino Shield 2 years ago, and it still looks like it was just done. The crew did a great job prepping the house and applying the coating. It's nice to know that the house is protected and guaranteed for 25 years, and the guarantee is transferable. So much better than painting!
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 Jeff B


 ★★★★★ 
Painting looks great! But manager came to last inspection and He did not like something and made working team back and made them finished job better. 5 stars at anytime!
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 Charlie M


 ★★★★★ 
Rhino Shield by Georgia Coatings provided a superior paint product with a highly knowledgeable sales team. The application quality was excellent and the finished product looks great. Georgia Coatings went the extra mile to make sure that we were a satisfied. We recommend them without reservation.
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 ★★★★★ 
I was so impressed by how fast and efficiently they worked to complete the job! We are happy with the new colors and efforts to caulk, repair, and pressure wash prior to painting/ coating. I will say the color on the house looks a little different than the swatch! However, if the swatch is placed next to the siding it is the same! The workers were professional, knowledgeable, courteous, and friendly.

 John B


 ★★★★★ 
Only been a couple weeks, so too soon to tell about endurance but process from initial visit, to quote, to actually having started and completed was very smooth process. The crew they had painting our barn were very polite, informative and cleaned the work area up well. The appearance is fantastic and we get comments all the time about it.

 Ray H


 ★★★★★ 
Rhinoshield painted our 3 story stucco home which was in desperate need of some care. The process was fully explained. ***************** were timely and the site was properly cleaned of debris and paint at the end of each day. Everything was done on time and on budget. The end result looks terrific and we are very satisfied.

 Wallace S


 ★★★★★ 
They were good and professional, answered all questions, and explained the process from beginning to end.. On their website, you can select paint colors to view on a house to give you a visual of what it would look like. When you select your colors, they send color samples to you to view for signoff. I definitely recommend them to paint your home.

 Patti M


 ★★★★★ 
We went with Rhino Shield because a relative used them and they were extremely happy. We also found this to be the case for us. They are the pickiest painters I have ever seen. It is more expensive but the repairs they do before they even apply a brush and the warranty in my opinion is well worth the cost. I figured I save a lot of money in the long run and also a lot of headaches from not having to repaint every 5 years.

 Anthony M
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